
WISH LIST FOR KASEMAN HEALTH CLINIC 

Bookshelves: To help us store our many textbooks, encyclopedias and diagnostic volumes and replace the 
ones lost to the flood! Approx. Cost: $29.31 Preferred item: https://rb.gy/3qs427 
 
Blood Monitor: As we begin our diabetes education program, a new blood monitor would be integral to not only 
direct their treatment through accurate diagnoses, but also provide them with an assessment of their own 
health! Approx. Cost: $218.38 Preferred item: https://rb.gy/uip1iz 
 
Rug/Floormat: A robust doormat would keep our patients safe by preventing slipping and the tracking of mud 
and water from wet boots and shoes during the winter. Approx. Cost: $65.00 Preferred item:  
https://rb.gy/vg6hpt 

Drawer Organizers (10 total): At MKHC, we have many tools and office supplies that we need to keep track of 
so that we can help our patients track their own health goals! Drawer organizers would definitely keep 
everything in check! Approx. Cost: $14.37 per organizer. Preferred item: https://rb.gy/vth1a7    

Desks: Our volunteers are essential to the smooth operation of the clinic, especially during the busiest hours. 
Providing them with a space to work will be critical to providing the best care for our patients. Approx. Cost: 
$60.00 Preferred item: https://rb.gy/jt60tr 

Label Printer and Labels: To produce professional documentation and increase the efficiency of printing tasks, 
label printers will assist in the organization of medical information. Approx. Cost: $150 for printer, $17 for 
labels. Preferred printer: https://rb.gy/ri0hsn  Matching Labels: https://rb.gy/ssepqy   

Fax Machine: To allow our patients another avenue of sending documents or forms and expedite the process 
of doing so, we would love to have a fax machine! Approx. Cost: $220.00. Preferred item: https://rb.gy/nokhhd  

File Cabinet: As we work with more and more patients, we will have more and more forms that we need to 
store! Another cabinet for files and more will always be greatly appreciated! Approx. Cost: $104.00. Preferred 
item: https://rb.gy/ifso0k   

Plastic Storage Bins: Plastic bins will always be useful around the clinic, and we would always welcome more! 
Approx. Cost: $35.00. Preferred item: https://rb.gy/mfsff1 

Room Dividers: Room dividers would help to ensure that our patients receive the privacy and individualized 
care that they deserve! Approx. Cost: $65.00. Preferred item: https://rb.gy/yhle3j 

Dividers with folder slot: https://rb.gy/1dqiro  
 
Goo-Be-Gone-Gel: https://rb.gy/euppcn 
 
Plastic Bins for closets: (the clear is nicer but blue is cheaper...I measured the cabinet and its just 11in deep, 
so these should fit, but we can always return if we can't close the cabinet?) https://rb.gy/7ukd98 
 
Middle size whiteboard and markers https://rb.gy/niy29l  
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